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Valid8 Adds New CMO and EVP
Christina Mautz joins as executive vice president for marketing, and Brett Suchor
takes on an expanded role as executive vice president for strategic partnerships.

Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Apr. 09, 2024

Valid8 Financial, a provider of Veri�ed Financial Intelligence, has hired two strategic
executives who will play pivotal roles in the company’s next phase of growth
following its recent $8.5 million Series A funding round. Christina Mautz joins as
executive vice president for marketing, and Brett Suchor takes on an expanded role as
executive vice president for strategic partnerships.

“Christina and Brett bring invaluable experience and track records of success that
will be tremendous assets as we accelerate our go-to-market strategy,” said Chris
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McCall, CEO and co-founder of Valid8 Financial. “Their combined expertise in
marketing leadership, product commercialization, �nancial technology and opening
new markets makes them ideal leaders to help drive adoption of our VFI platform.”

In addition to building and leading top-performing global B2B SaaS marketing
teams at companies like Moz and Panopto, Mautz has held marketing leadership
roles at large technology companies like Amazon and Yahoo. She is a strategic
executive and startup advisor with over 20 years of marketing leadership experience.

As EVP of Marketing, Mautz will spearhead all aspects of Valid8’s global marketing
strategy and execution, overseeing demand generation, corporate marketing and
partner marketing initiatives.

Suchor brings over two decades of �nancial technology experience to his role as
Executive Vice President at Valid8. As a member of Valid8’s Board of Advisors, Suchor
initially joined the company in 2017. He previously held leadership roles at IHS
Markit, Shareholder InSite, IPREO and Quist Valuation, where he was adept at
aligning product offerings with market needs to drive growth.

In his new role, Suchor will focus on identifying and pursuing adjacent market
opportunities to expand Valid8’s VFI platform into new solution areas for CPAs,
attorneys and government investigators. Drawing on his expertise, Suchor will
leverage Valid8’s core AI-powered transaction analysis capabilities to service other
professionals in need of rapidly verifying �nancial data integrity.

To learn more about Valid8 Financial and its solutions, please visit
valid8�nancial.com. 
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